
Science in Pixels 

The PGI photo competition 

‘Science in Pixels’ is now open 

Your chance to win £200. 

This year’s annual conference will see the launch of our first PGI image competition, inspired 

by our Strategic Partner (University of Strathclyde) images of research annual competition. 

We want to invite you to get creative with your research and communicate the impact of your 

work through the images. 

Who can enter? 

Anyone with a link to the PGI can enter, so yes, PGI students and their supervisors (based at 

universities or at NPL) can all submit images of their research. 

The deadline for submission is 30 September 2019. 

How to enter? 

To take part, send your image and text description to pgiconference@npl.co.uk. More 

information and an example entry is below. 

Why take part? 

It is said that an image can speak a thousand words and can be a powerful tool to showcase the 

importance of your work to fellow researchers and to industry. This competition is an ideal 

first step and could enhance your current portfolio of activity in public engagement.   

Taking part in the competition will allow you to publicise your research to a wide audience 

using the power of image to highlight exactly how your research has impact on different aspects 

of life. 

If that wasn’t enough reason to get creative, a panel of judges will make the final decision on 

the most engaging image and the winner will be awarded a prize of £200. The winner will 

be announced at the Annual PGI conference on 7 November 2019. 

mailto:pgiconference@npl.co.uk
https://www.npl.co.uk/pgi/pgi-conference-2019


 

 

What to submit 

Image 

• PNG, JPG or TIFF file types only 

• High resolution images must be provided – a minimum of 300 dpi (dots per inch) at A3 

size. 

Text 

• Audience: Think about the audience to which your image will be displayed to. Ensure 

your text does not contain jargon that only scientists will understand. The aim is to 

make your research understandable and accessible to all. 

• Title (2-5 words) 

• Three/four sentence story that describes your image, the importance of your work and 

the challenges you may face (50 – 80 words) 

Example 

 

Image 

 

Title 

A needle in a haystack 



 

 

 

Text 

Like with finding a needle in a 

haystack, identifying a single 

element in a complex solution is 

troublesome. In nuclear medicine, 

radioactive elements are used in tiny 

amounts and need to be very pure 

before they can be used in hospitals. 

When radioactive elements are 

created, they contain impurities 

which need to be identified before 

their removal by means of chemical 

separation. New and improved drugs 

for nuclear medicine imaging and 

therapy can then be created. 

For more examples, go to: https://www.imagesofresearch.strath.ac.uk/newindex.htm 

Social media links 

https://www.instagram.com/pgimetrology/ 

https://twitter.com/pgimetrology?lang=en 
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